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MESSAGE

My name is Ricardo Moreno and I am the General 
Coordinator of DNA EUROPE, a recognized Training 
Center in Lisbon.

We are a reference partner of academic institutions, VET 
schools and companies that offers high quality placements 
within the framework of ERASMUS + Programme. 

The Erasmus Program supports the mobility of students, teaching 
staff in the European Area and promotes the relations between 
Vocational Education and Training Institutions through Operational 
Programs.

We  provide training  opportunities for European Vocational Education (VET) organisations, staff 
and learners to work together with European partners in order to improve their vocational training 
skills and employability, through the promotion of European Mobility Projects.
We are aware that Europe is changing, that the world is changing, and we have to be prepared 
for the future. 

Europe needs more cohesive and inclusive societies which allow citizens to play an active 
role in democratic life. Education and youth work are key to promote common European 
values, promote social integration, enhance intercultural understanding. 

 We would be glad to provide you with MoU - Memorandum of Understanding, Learning 
Agreement and Letter of Intent for you to attach to your application. 
 
Please feel free to ask us a Programme Proposal.
 
It will be a pleasure to host you in Lisbon!

Ricardo Moreno
DNA Europe 

#Teamwork
#Responsibility #CommitmentToCareer #Ethics #Organisation #Network #Training #Skills
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We believe in processes.

Our work method is based on workflows, through a structured and time-defined 
all participants know in advance all steps and what will happen next. This method 
is continuously improved and always adapted to the real needs of each group.
At DNA, we consider all of our Partner Schools as an integral part of the strategy 
development and implementation process, with a focus on the same vision and 
the same guideline.

We work side by side, thats are an integral part of our success. “Two is better than 
one” Together we achieved a better integration and  greater commitment from all 

stakeholders.
 

In the image below you can see one of our workflows:

WORK METHOD
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#Commitment #Processes #Workflow #Planning #Success #Rules #Plan # Management



OUR GENESIS

DNA Europe is a modern enterprising company that seeks to leverage the skills and knowledge 
of VET Learners. 

Erasmus+ opens a door to a world of employment opportunities. Whether you find a job in a 
new country or sector, or build upon knowledge relevant to your field: Erasmus+ is proven 
to improve your prospects for a successful career. 

A successful Erasmus+ internship programme depends on the quality of  the partner 
companies. 

To provide an enriching internship, DNA Europe only cooperates with Leading 
and Premium companies.

DNA Europe pioneered the definition of a genetic code that defines its 
principles and culture. Our DNA consists of a formula that integrates a set 
of good principles whose equation depends on the excellence of the service 
provided to the client. DNA is shared by all through a formula whose result 
expresses an excellence degree.

Our method of working with all the countries of Europe is carried out according 
to the specific needs of each Partner / Culture and of each Country. 
In the course of the whole internship the group participants establish 
professional networks. These contacts spark innovative employment ventures and 
entrepreneurship from start-ups to research projects, and everything in between.

We help our students to gain self-confidence, adaptability and stronger
communication skills. 

#Genesis #Spark #Erasmus #Cooperation #Entrepreneurship



SERVICES

Internship: VET practical training in 
prestige workplacements.

Accommodation & Food: Residential or 
hotel in Lisbon. Half board or full board.

Transfers: From Lisbon Airport to 
the Accommodation (On arrival and 
departure).

Welcoming:
the participants are welcomed 
by our staff upon their arrival at 
the Lisbon  Airport.

Language course: Portuguese language 
course is given by a professional trainer 
supported in multimedia elements.

#Challenges #Incubators #Technology #Applications #Platforms #Mentors #WebSummit #Internationalization #Development



24 Hours availability for any 
emergency needs.

Follow-up and dissemination of 
the project online and offline.

Welcome pack: Maps of the city and transports, 
metro/bus lines. Tourist and cultural information 
and notification of cultural events during Your stay.

Local transports: Unlimited for all 
urban perimeter of Lisbon.

Cultural programme:
Visits in Lisbon, Cascais,
Sintra, Fátima and Coimbra.

#Culture #History #Availability #Dissemination #Online #Internship #Prestige 



CULTURAL PROGRAMME

The mild climate, 3000 hours of sunshine a year make Portugal perfect for Your mobility 
project.

Portugal has the oldest borders of Europe, there is a great diversity of landscapes within walking distance, 
many leisure activities and a unique cultural heritage, where tradition and contemporaneity combine in 

harmony.

We enjoy moments of leisure, however, we do not neglect the knowledge, so there are cultural visits in 
which we select the places of greatest cultural interest in Lisbon and nearby.

We believe that there are Cultural Visits and Culture that adds value to our Lives. For that reason we 
carry out visits of Technical Culture, our groups will be able to visit innovative museums, Laboratories 

and Business incubators. 

In these visits you will be able to visit spaces where you can create, make, experiment, build and 
share, where trial and error are combined in a inspiring way.

#Experiment #Travel #Share #Values #Culture #World Heritage #Knowledge #Laboratories #Museums #Inspiring



LANGUAGE COURSE

We use multimedia resources to administer the training actions.
 
In the classroom training our students have access to computer resources and a printed 
dictionary with the common words in:
- Your native language;
- In the Portuguese language;
- And in English.
 
Students visualize and study interactive videos as well as group discussions. In these 
actions we listen  music and watch movies with subtitles.
 
During the full time of the internship we speak Portuguese and English.
 
The course is mandatory, at the end of the course the students are evaluated and a 
report is issued with the results obtained.

The Language course is given by a professional.

#Learn #Speak #Write #Communication #Union #Portuguese #English #Native



VET TRAINING AREAS

Our Incoming team coordinates the programme “Discover Erasmus Lisbon” and we 
provide VET TRAINING in the following areas:

 
- Electricity;

- Automechanics and Car Body Repair;

- Informatics;

- Renewable Energies; 

- Electronics;

- Civil Construction;

- Tourism and Hospitality;

- Sports;

- Environment and Industrial Quimics;

- Secretariat &amp; Administration;

- Accountability;

- Fashion Design;

- Logistics;

- Hairdressing &amp; Cosmetology, among others. 

#Training #Skills #Workplacements #Experiment #Practical Training #Professions



DOCUMENTS

DNA Europe is responsible for the documentation and certification of whole program, 
so all participants will be entitled with:

- Memorandum of Understanding – with ECVET;

- Learning Agreement per training area;

- Europass Mobility;

- Participation Certificate;

- Linguistic preparation Certificate;

- Premium Final Report;

#Documentation #Curriculum #Certification #Report #Bureaucracy #Career



CONTACTS

DNA EUROPE - Lisbon Internship Gateway
Avenida Berna Nº 35 – 2 Esq

1050-038 LISBOA,
Portugal

Director DNA EUROPE
Ricardo Moreno

Phone Number: +351 91 457 65 67

WWW.DNAEUROPE.ORG

E-mail: lisbon.internship.gateway@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/dna-europe

Participant Identification Code (PIC): 911728318


